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TTC getting award of International Excellence in Oxford
Text
Dr. Michael Klees Dean and Director of TTC received in Oxford Municipality building in UK the
prestigious award “Best College” on 17 Dec. 2013. With this award, TTC was recognized as one of the
best higher education institutions of technical and training fields in the Arab area.
The award was presented in an official solemn ceremony during “Oxford summit for leaders” organized
by European Business Assembly” EBA” in cooperation with Oxford University.
The summit attended by nearly 100 Rectors and Deans of other Universities in a 50 countries worldwide,
beside to about 200 researchers and business leaders gathered to discuss trends, opportunities and
challenges to higher education in the 21 century . The award resulted from strict review by steering
committee.
Current with the award, the Dean and Director of TTC Dr. Michael Klees was honored as (Manager of the
Year) for his achievements to lead the college successfully since 2010. The college started operation on
2009.
Technical Trainers College TTC is a higher education college affiliated to Technical and Vocational
Training Corporation TVTC. It is the only college in the Arab Peninsula to graduate the vocational
Trainers. TTC is run and operated by German International Cooperation Agency”GIZ”. The bachelor
degree in the Engineering technology BET based on German training and experience, Internationally
accredited by the German Accreditation Agency ZIVA in accordance to the European standards is
granted to TTC alumni whom will be able to study Master Degree at any European College.
Saudi Arabia has set a strategy to enhance and expand vocational and training system through biddings
awarded to multiple international institutions through newly established corporation “College of
Excellence” CoE, which is considered the commercial arm for the TVTC. TTC is expected to ply central
role in this new emerging system

